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Stephanie Zinnes
(561) 512-2802 | E: StephZinnes@gmail.com
Orlando, FL
www.StephanieZinnes.com | www.linkedin.com/in/stephaniezinnes/
Adaptable and multi-talented Video Editor offering 5 years of video editing success including organizing assets,
assembling raw footage, mixing audio, color correction, and adjusting content to align with artistic vision.
Experience editing shorts, features, television shows, commercials, news broadcasts, reality, events, montages,
sizzle reels, and music videos. Demonstrated ability to manage multiple projects and deadlines. Efficient and
reliable with a passion for bringing creative projects to fruition.
Adobe Premiere
Mac and PC operating systems
Multi-camera editing
Sound editing/mixing, syncing
Color correction

Videography
DSLR/Studio camera operation
Highly organized
Fast learner
Teamwork / Collaboration

ASSISTANT VIDEO EDITOR
08/2018 to CURRENT
Clarkston | Atlanta, GA
Created and maintained organization of 3 years of footage and assets as well as managing file backups
Pulled selects, synched audio, sound mixed, color corrected, and assisted editor
Assembled raw media and edited rough cuts of scenes
Participated in creative meetings to assist in developing ideas and defining project deadlines
VIDEO EDITOR
06/2018 to CURRENT
Clear Films | Atlanta, GA
Maintained the organization and backups of 6 years of footage
Assembled raw media, edited, sound mixed, and color corrected short/long form documentary content
Demonstrated ability to understand director's artistic vision and maintain alignment with vision throughout
Exported and delivered final cuts and uploaded them onto video and social media platforms
VIDEO PRODUCTION SPECIALIST
09/2017 to 03/2018
NBCUniversal | Atlanta, GA
Worked for NBC Affiliate station 11 Alive (WXIA)
Used footage from field and archives to create news segments and packages that aired live
Tuned into helicopter and truck feeds to transmit footage to the studio
Operated studio cameras to capture live nationwide TV shows Sister Circle and Atlanta & Company
VIDEO EDITOR
11/2015 to 07/2017
Live Animation Studios | Fort Lauderdale, FL
Participated in meetings to develop ideas about scripts, storyboards, and shoot logistics
Operated cameras, recorded audio, and adjusted lighting on set
Assembled raw media, edited, sound mixed and color corrected content then exported and uploaded
VIDEO EDITOR
06/2016 to 06/2017
Hearst Television Inc. (WPBF) | West Palm Beach, FL
Ingested raw media to be uploaded to their network
Used footage from field and archives to create news segments and packages that aired live
Operated teleprompter during live broadcasts
FREELANCE VIDEO EDITOR
04/2014 to 10/2015
Concrete Lion Pictures LLC | Orlando, FL
Ingested and organized assets by collecting data from camera
Edited, sound mixed, and color corrected for television, commercials, shorts, events, and promotions
Added effects, music, and titles then uploaded to video platforms

EDUCATION

Bachelor of Science | Film
Full Sail University, Winter Park, FL

2014

High School Diploma
Park Vista Community High School, Lake Worth, FL

2012

